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 Abstract

 In this article, I theorize "complicit masculinity" to examine how access to capital, in other
 words, making or spending money, mediates masculine identity for un- and underemployed
 black men. Arguing that hegemony operates around producer-provider norms of masculinity
 and through tropes of blackness within a system of racial capitalism, I show how complicity
 underscores the reality of differential aspirational models in the context of severe un- and
 underemployment and the failure of the classic breadwinner model for black men globally.
 I draw on participant observation fieldwork and interviews with men from Abidjan, Côte
 d'Ivoire 's informal sector from 2008 to 2009. I investigate two groups of men: political
 propagandists (orators) for former President Laurent Gbagbo and mobile street vendors.
 Rejecting racialized colonial narratives that positioned salaried workers as "evolved,"
 orators used anti-French rhetoric and ties to the political regime to pursue entrepreneurial
 identities. Vendors, positioned as illegitimate workers and non-citizens, asserted consumerist
 models of masculinity from global black popular culture. I show how entrepreneurialism and
 consumerism, the two paradigmatic neoliberal identities, have become ways for black men to
 assert economic participation as alternatives to the producer-provider ideal.

 Keywords
 Africa, gender, race and ethnicity, economy, urban sociology

 MASCULINITY AND THE
 FEMINIZATION OF WORK

 Colonialism was a project of racial capital-
 ism.1 Reflecting the ethos of European indus-
 trialization, the colonial conquest established
 gendered work regimes among native popula-
 tions in cities predicated on wage labor;
 through this process, the categories of "man"
 and "worker" were collapsed. Across urban
 Africa, wages came to validate a man's image
 of himself as provider and acted as a conduit
 to marriage, itself a condition of "adult mascu-
 linity" (Lindsay and Miescher 2003). Despite
 this lingering ideology, women have increas-
 ingly become principal workers as part of the
 feminization of work, that is, the rise of
 female employment and low-end, low-paid

 work that is often insecure and informal (Roy
 2003). This has been one of the most signifi-
 cant transformations to occur in the neoliberal2

 economy. So what of the men? Without formal
 employment opportunities that offer wages,
 quality-of-life benefits, and a career trajectory,
 "men of all ages . . . sense that they have little
 to offer women who can or must fend for

 themselves" (Lindsay 2003:210-11). In many
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 African cities, men who make ends meet
 through informal activities find their manhood

 under threat (Agadjanian 2005). Unable to
 provide for their families, they cannot transi-
 tion from social junior to elder (Agadjanian
 2005; Gondola 1999; Honwana 2012; Lindsay
 2003; Locke and Te Lintelo 2012; Mains
 2012; Newell 2012; Silberschmidt 2005).

 In this article, I ask how unmarriageable
 men in urban Africa assert masculine identities

 amid a sustained economic crisis. In doing so,
 I elucidate an understanding of racial capital-
 ism and the global crisis of black masculinity.
 I draw on one year of participant observation
 fieldwork and interviews from 2008 to 2009

 with men in the informal economy in Abidjan,
 Côte d'Ivoire, where, boasting a fading legacy
 as the "Paris of West Africa," French norms
 had entrenched a wage-earning masculine
 ideal among its citizens. I examine two groups:
 political propagandists, or orators, for former
 President Laurent Gbagbo and mobile street
 vendors {vendeurs ambulants ), both of whom
 aspired to market-based identities in response
 to a failed work regime. Rejecting racialized
 colonial narratives that positioned salaried
 workers as "evolved," orators used anti-French

 rhetoric and ties to the political regime to pur-
 sue entrepreneurial identities. Vendors, posi-
 tioned as illegitimate workers and non-citizens,
 asserted consumerist models of masculinity
 from global black popular culture. Both groups
 juxtaposed idealized "Anglophone" identities
 to the Francophone economic and cultural tra-
 dition. Based on these findings, I argue that
 although wage labor is one way to assert mas-
 culine identity under capitalism, more crucial
 is access to capital itself, in other words, mak-
 ing or spending money. These two paradig-
 matic neoliberal identities - the entrepreneur
 and the consumer (Hall and Lamont 2013) -
 are particularly attractive for black men insofar
 as they represent alternatives to an unattainable
 breadwinner ideal (Ebron 2008).

 Preceding my empirical analysis, I engage
 Connell's ([1995] 2005) masculinities schema.
 I emphasize the parallels between men in
 Abidjan and black men under systems of
 racial capitalism globally, and argue that

 consent (Gramsci [N.d.] 1971)3 to neoliberal
 relations of domination functions through
 black men's racial and gender identities. I
 argue that neoliberal domination manifests as
 exclusion, or widespread un- and underem-
 ployment;4 I contrast this to a prior era of
 capitalism, when black men were most fre-
 quently exploited - devalued and underpaid -
 laborers. Men contest their exclusion by
 asserting agency as capitalist subjects. Extend-
 ing Connell's concept of "complicit masculin-
 ity," which I describe as a gendered analogue
 to consent, I provide a framework for theoriz-
 ing how hegemony operates around producer-
 provider norms of masculinity and through
 tropes of blackness within a system of racial
 capitalism. This framework calls attention to
 the intersection of masculinity, blackness, and
 capitalism in both the postcolonial5 masculini-
 ties and the U.S. urban sociology literatures.

 Masculinity is associated with men's pre-
 sumed roles in capitalism as workers and
 heads of households. This idea grates against
 the fact that in sub-Saharan Africa, "[b]y the
 1990s, in the wake of structural adjustment
 programs, discourses on masculinity offered
 models that many of today's young men
 struggle to emulate" (Lindsay and Miescher
 2003:20). Abidjan's history of urban sociality
 demonstrates how a market ethos originates
 from the gendered and racial legacies of the
 colonial African city. Contemporary Abidja-
 nais masculinities shed light on alternative
 ways that un- and underemployed black men
 assert economic participation during the sus-
 tained employment crisis that has occurred on
 both sides of the Atlantic.

 THEORIZING COMPLICIT

 MASCULINITY

 The Puzzle of Exclusion and Consent
 A growing body of literature on masculinities
 in Africa and elsewhere documents a widening
 gulf between the breadwinning identity men
 seek and the livelihood strategies practically
 attainable for most of them (Agadjanian 2005;
 Anderson 1999; Edin and Nelson 2013;
 Ferguson 1999; Hunter 2010; Jeffrey 2010;
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 Liebow [1967] 2003; Lindsay 2003; Locke and
 Te Lintelo 2012; Mains 2012; Matlon 2011;
 Weiss 2009; Wilson 1996; Young 2004). My
 research supports the general conclusion that in
 African cities, men without steady work over-
 whelmingly remain single. The experiences of
 men in Abidjan - disconnected from produc-
 tive roles in the formal economy, and unable to
 become husbands and fathers - mirror those of

 un- and underemployed black men across
 Africa and the African diaspora, and exemplify

 a "crisis" of black masculinity. Nevertheless,
 black men, iconized by media celebrities
 known for their one-in-a-million livelihoods

 and millionaire lifestyles, have come to embody

 neoliberal capitalist ideals (Ebron 2008; Fleet-
 wood 2011; hooks 2004; Neal 2013; Shipley
 2013). We are left with a puzzle: how are black
 men, who are most likely to be excluded from
 capitalism in the traditional male role of pro-
 ducer and provider, absorbed into capitalism as
 prominent symbols? Moreover, what might this
 say about relations of domination in the neolib-

 eral economy, particularly the interchange
 between agency and consent?

 Recent scholarship has made significant
 theoretical advances concerning marginal
 women's relationship to contemporary capital-
 ism. What Roy (2012) calls 'technologies of
 gender" present women as ideal development
 subjects in informal economies. For example,
 business initiatives aimed at incorporating
 bottom-of-the-pyramid economies explicitly
 target women (Dolan and Roll 2013). And the
 much-celebrated Grameen Bank model, tout-
 ing women as entrepreneurs, has been posited
 as the solution to poverty in the Global South
 (Roy 2010, 2012). While this scholarship situ-
 ates women as the new agents of capital, schol-
 arship on black men theorizes their exclusion
 from capitalism, as in Wacquant's (2001) anal-
 ysis of surplus labor and increased prison popu-
 lations. Work on black and other racially
 marginal men further documents the irresponsi-
 ble or destructive behaviors that result from

 exclusion, such as the use of weapons, vio-
 lence, sex, and sexual violence to assert mascu-
 linity (Anderson 1999; Bourgois 1996; Carlson
 2015; Collins 2004; Contreras 2009; Decoteau

 2013; hooks 2004; Hunter 2010; Liebow
 [1967] 2003; Lwambo 2013).

 In U.S. urban sociology, men's perspectives
 or experiences are frequently generalized as the

 black perspective or experience, so that power-
 ful analyses of race are treated as analytically
 separate from gender theory (e.g., Anderson
 1976; Goffman 2014; Wacquant 2001). When
 masculinity is specifically addressed, it tends to

 engage a moral discourse, emphasizing how
 men express respectability and dignity within
 or despite their circumstances (Bourgois 1996;
 Duneier 1992; Gowan 2010; Lamont 2000;
 Young 2004).6 This is perhaps a defense against
 the post- 1965 Moynihan Report's "culture of
 poverty" framing that has shaped social policy
 debates. However, focusing on racial capital-
 ism, or structure, while neglecting hegemony -

 cultural domination that operates in this case
 through "common sense" (Gramsci [N.d.]
 1971) gendered norms - loses an important
 dimension of how structure manifests in indi-

 vidual behaviors.

 Some studies of postcolonial masculinities
 have begun to explore how a relationship to
 capital co-constitutes masculinity, as in
 Hoang's (2015) local Vietnamese men who
 align their sense of self-worth with their greater

 spending capacity in an ascendant national
 economy, or Newell's (2012) underemployed
 Abidjanais men who "bluff" their way up the
 social hierarchy through excessive spending.
 In these analyses, masculinity becomes an
 analytic tool to theorize changing capital flows
 (Hoang) or modernity (Newell).7 But U.S.
 urban sociology and the postcolonial mascu-
 linities literatures are both silent about how

 un- and underemployed men respond to exclu-
 sion and assert economic participation as gen-
 dered subjects - an interplay particularly
 relevant for black men who have been histori-

 cally categorized as exploitable, undervalued
 labor. The following questions are unanswered:
 How does the juxtaposition between the femi-
 nization of work and masculine norms gener-
 ate responses from men in ways that contest
 their exclusion and establish a relationship to
 the economy? And how does this gender order
 interact with racial capitalism?
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 In short, despite the vast literature docu-
 menting their disappearance from the labor
 market and its social consequences, there is a
 theoretical void linking un- and underem-
 ployed black men's activities back to the
 economy. I fill this void by considering "com-
 plicit masculinity" as an expression of eco-
 nomic participation. This analysis throws a
 singular theoretical frame over the postcolo-
 nial masculinities and U.S. urban sociology
 literatures that address the employment crisis
 as a phenomenon of racial capitalism. To
 achieve this I apply an intersectional analysis
 (Crenshaw 1989), linking structural location
 to axes of identity, to rethink the masculinities

 schema predominant in gender theory.

 Reconsidering Connell's
 Masculinities Schema

 Connell ([1995] 2005:77) explains that hege-
 monic masculinity is "the configuration of
 gender practice which embodies the currently
 accepted answer to the problem of the legiti-
 macy of patriarchy, which guarantees (or is
 taken to guarantee) the dominant position of
 men and the subordination of women." She

 ([1995] 2005:90) writes, "In relation to pro-
 duction, masculinity has come to be associ-
 ated with being a breadwinner."8 1 refer to the

 producer-provider as the hegemonic mascu-
 line working ideal. Complicit masculinities
 do not achieve hegemony in themselves.
 However, they support the "hegemonic proj-
 ect," thus "realizing] the patriarchal divi-
 dend" (Connell [1995] 2005:79). Complicit
 masculinities involve practices that support
 male dominance.

 My analysis of complicit masculinity
 makes an important contribution to, and
 departure from, the masculinities literature.
 Connell positions masculinity in relation to
 other men and to women. Instead, I position
 masculinity first in relation to capitalism ,
 which only then mediates social relation-
 ships. Complicit masculinity underscores the
 reality of differential aspirational models in
 the context of severe un- and underemploy-
 ment and the failure of the classic breadwin-

 ner model for black men globally. Instead of

 "transferring]" hegemony "to the parallel
 problem about gender relations" (Connell and
 Messerschmidt 2005:831), I examine how its
 role in capitalism intersects with gender and
 race. I return to the Gramscian ([N.d.] 1971)
 origins of hegemony to suggest that complicit
 masculinity is a gendered analogue to con-
 sent , and consider masculine identities and

 practices in the context of "the common sense
 about breadwinning and manhood" (Donald-
 son 1993:645). In this instance, hegemony
 represents the ideology of the dominant
 group: men who face no structural impedi-
 ments to accessing producer-provider mascu-
 linities. Complicit masculinity represents
 ideologies that foster consent, ideologies
 through which structurally dislocated men
 reinforce hegemonic norms. In short, com-
 plicit masculinity affirms that masculine
 agency is located within capitalism so that, to
 borrow from Margaret Thatcher, there is no
 alternative9 to being a real man that is not
 rooted foremost in this relationship to capital-
 ism - despite one's own marginal position.

 Tropes of Blackness
 Interrogating how hegemonic masculinity is
 situated within racial capitalism further indi-
 cates how marginalized masculinity can be
 complicit masculinity. Marginalized men can-
 not identify with hegemonic masculinity
 because of particular qualities, such as mem-
 bership in a lower class or devalued racial
 group. Nonetheless, they may subscribe to
 and even embody dominant group norms.
 Connell ([1995] 2005:80) uses black men in
 the United States to illustrate marginalized
 masculinities, noting the barriers of wide-
 spread unemployment, urban poverty, and
 institutional racism. She argues that because
 marginalization exists "relative to the autho-
 rization of the dominant group," individuals
 like celebrity athletes may be hegemonic;
 still, their success fails to "trickle-down" and
 "yield social authority to black men gener-
 ally" (Connell [1995] 2005:80-81; emphasis
 in original). By positioning masculinity in
 terms of relations between other men and

 women, in Connell's schema marginalization
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 is for black men both a structural fact and a

 personal experience that can be reinforced or
 negated via social relations, or "authoriza-
 tion," such that a few individuals become
 anomalous "exemplars of hegemonic mascu-
 linity" (Connell [1995] 2005:81).

 Positioning masculinity as a relationship to
 capitalism that then mediates relations
 between other men and women has two conse-

 quences for black masculinity. As Connell
 describes, on a structural level blackness sig-
 nifies exclusion. However, when individual
 black men achieve great wealth or become
 celebrities, they symbolize alternative ways
 for all economically dislocated black men to
 assert capitalist identities, hooks (2004:18)
 explains that valuing money as a good in
 itself, in contrast to breadwinning, allows
 "more black men [to] enter the game." The
 salaried worker is now the athlete or artist, in

 both instances an entrepreneur who success-
 fully sells himself so that the "biggest artists
 [are] brands themselves" (Chang 2005:447).
 Examples include Nike Air Jordan by Michael
 Jordan, Death Row Records founded by Tupac
 Shakur and Dr. Dre (among others), Bad Boy
 Records founded by Sean "Puñy" Combs, and
 Kanye West's clothing line in collaboration
 with A.P.C, and Adidas. These men further

 become icons of hyper-capitalist consumer-
 ism, identities inseparable from their black-
 ness (see also Fleetwood 2011; Ralph 2014).
 Connell suggests that some individuals can
 escape the structural fact of marginality, but
 their success has no broad impact, or "trickle-
 down" effect, on other black men. By contrast,
 I suggest that expressions of dominance from
 a marginal location serve to legitimize capital-
 ism among black men generally, even if their
 structural location remains unchanged. While
 marginalized masculinity describes a position,
 complicit masculinity explains how articula-
 tions from that position may perpetuate rela-
 tions of domination, that is, generate consent.
 These articulations bestow value on otherwise

 denigrated identities: they enable men to
 express agency amid oppressive structural
 forces, even if doing so precludes resistance
 (see Mahmood 2005).

 Racial capitalism in its multiple itera-
 tions - namely colonialism and slavery - has
 produced black subjects in the global North
 and South with strikingly similar structural
 locations, separated from employment oppor-
 tunities either in the inner city or in cities on
 the global periphery (Jacobs 1996; Simone
 2010; Wilson 1996). Signifying exploitation
 and the undervalued body, blackness, beyond
 denoting populations of African descent,
 denotes the minor term of racial binary oppo-
 sitions. As Connell's "exemplars," contempo-
 rary black male icons simultaneously embody
 market principles of consumerism and entre-
 preneurialism. Glorifying a "black" way of
 being a man, they effectively silence dissent to
 larger structures of oppression and generate
 consent to the status quo - black men's lack of
 access to work as well as the feminization of

 work regimes generally. While doing little to
 buttress the positions of blacks generally,
 blackness operates as a trope whose "para-
 doxical location," exemplified by African
 Americans (Hanchard 1990:32), celebrates
 capital. Ebron (2008:319) explains that the
 "black revolution" is now "the leading edge of
 U.S.-based global capitalism. The stylish
 opposition of black athletes and performance
 artists" has made African American men into

 "advertising icons" who "configur[e] political
 commentary on both sides of the Atlantic and
 indeed around the world." In short, these
 tropes ensure complicity by celebrating black
 marginality as variations of hegemony. Atten-
 tion to capitalism as a mediating force in
 social relations demonstrates how blackness is

 simultaneously differentiated and celebrated.
 Thus incorporated, this framework overwrites
 the persistent structural dislocation of black
 men as a whole.

 Blackness then appears simultaneously
 hegemonic - as African American, imperialist
 and capitalist - and counterhegemonic - as
 African American, anti-colonial, and resistant
 if not revolutionary.10 The latter obscures the
 former. And while it is tempting to think about

 marginalized masculinity in the way un- and
 underemployed black men are commonly
 depicted as external to or opposing hegemonic
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 norms (e.g., participation in an underground
 economy and conspicuous consumption ver-
 sus salaried work and home ownership), genu-
 ine counterhegemonic masculinity would,
 instead, reject these capitalist roots. Masculin-
 ity, absent the "common sense about bread-
 winning," might thus include fatherhood as a
 nurturing identity, providing care instead of
 material resources (see Edin and Nelson 2013;
 hooks 2004; Morrell and Jewkes 2011; Neal
 2006; Wilson 2006).
 I problematize marginalized masculinity,
 the racial dimension of Connell's theory.
 Drawing a parallel, consider how subordinated
 masculinity, which in Connell's ([1995] 2005)
 framework typically characterizes sexually
 marginal men, can also be complicit. In "Capi-
 talism and Gay Identity," D'Emilio (1983)
 explains that as the home-based economy tran-
 sitioned into a capitalist free labor economy,
 wages liberated men from the necessities of
 familial attachment. He argues that their privi-
 leged access to wages and public spaces ena-
 bled the expression of gay identity long before
 it became similarly possible for lesbians, facil-
 itating what Pritchard, Morgan, and Sedgley
 (2002) refer to as "homo-patriarchy." Thinking
 about Connell's "patriarchal dividend" illus-
 trates how this privileged access transforms
 gay identities into tropes. In this trope, typified

 by the single, middle-class gay urbanitě, the
 economic power of wages and the additional
 disposable income that would otherwise be
 lost providing for a family are known as the
 "pink economy" or "pink money" (see Bell
 and Binnie 2004; Richardson 2005; Wharton
 1997). Depicting gay men as having a natural
 inclination toward style and conspicuous con-
 sumption is equivalent to valorizing black men
 as "advertising icons." Both cases highlight
 how alternative and even denigrated mascu-
 linities can become tropes to buttress capital-
 ism, despite failing to adhere to hegemonic
 norms. When these tropes become models for
 men in the same group to emulate, we see con-
 sent at work. Table 1 illustrates my revised
 masculinities schema. As tropes, I demonstrate
 how these identities can be used to support

 hegemony. I do not suggest that all black or
 gay men embody complicit masculinity.

 BACKGROUND

 Wage Labor in Urban Africa
 Colonialism in Africa displaced native popu-
 lations from rural livelihoods and established

 cities as centers of wage labor. Ideologically,
 it glorified the modern worker who would
 embrace colonial models of domesticity
 dependent on a man's singular wage (Cooper
 2003; Cornwall 2003; Ferguson 1999;
 Lindsay 2003; Simone 2004). In pre-colonial
 Africa, marriage was central to achieving
 adult masculinity, but once introduced, the
 wage, which was "from the start, gendered as
 male" (Lindsay 2003:115), became the pre-
 ferred intermediary to marriage. With time,
 wage-earners' predictable paychecks made
 them particularly valued as potential mates.
 In addition, the colonial project in Franco-
 phone Africa justified itself as a "civilizing
 mission" {mission civilisatrice ), whereby
 racial signifiers took on cultural overtones.
 Black, salaried men legitimated the notion of
 colonialism as a project of social betterment,
 and they were considered civilized, or évolué,
 and conferred the same rights as the colo-
 nizer. The state being a key employer of wage
 labor, men prized civil service jobs (Cooper
 2003; Lindsay 2003). In an inchoate formal
 economy, these salaried men constituted an
 emerging middle-class elite and an aspira-
 tional identity for all citizens. Largely barred
 from new work opportunities, women were
 left to participate in the informal economy
 (Ferguson 1999; Lindsay 2003), developing
 "alternative forms of accumulation" to sur-

 vive in the city (Simone 2004:173). This leg-
 acy naturalized women's participation in
 informal economies, whereas formal work
 bestowed masculine status (Agadjanian
 2005). In the words of my respondent Boka,11
 "The majority of unemployed are men. The
 women are open to petit commerce [little
 trades] . . . but men do not do that. They need
 to work in an office."
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 Table 1. Revised Masculinities Schema with Tropes

 Masculinity Category Relationship to
 and Subcategory Trope Capitalism Role Hegemony

 Hegemonic masculinity: N/A Producer-provider (bread- Hegemony achieved
 dominant group winner), supports a

 wife and children

 Comp licit mascu- Variation 1: Blackness Unproductive role pro- Consent: masculinity
 linity: domi- marginalized hibits providing: varia- achieved via partici-
 nated group, masculinity tion of hegemonic ideal pation in capitalism
 upholds without asserted as entrepre-
 achieving hege- neurs or consumers
 mony Variation 2: Gay identity Sexual orientation pre-

 subordinated eludes provider role:a
 masculinity variation of hegemonic

 ideal achieved through
 participation in "pink

 economy"
 Counterhegemonic masculinity: N/A Relationship to capital- Resistance: masculin-

 contests producer-provider role ism not integral to ity located outside of
 (e.g., stay-at-home father) masculinity capitalism

 aHowever, places that have legalized gay marriage and adoption have enabled subordinated men to
 formally enact bread winning roles.

 Today, global capitalism continues to
 exploit African land but far fewer of its labor-

 ers. As Castells (1996:135; emphasis in origi-
 nal) warned, "What can be said of the
 experience of the transition of Africa into the
 new global economy is that structural irrele-
 vance ... is a more threatening condition than
 dependency." "Africa Rising" narratives extol
 a growing "middle class," but this category
 begins at earnings of US$2 a day. Those in the
 lowest middle-class category of US$2 to $4
 and below constitute over 700 million peo-
 ple - the great majority of sub-Saharan Afri-
 ca's population of roughly one billion (Kulish
 2014). These figures reflect the poor returns
 of informal activities: the International Labor

 Organization estimates a 73 percent informal,
 non-agricultural labor force in sub-Saharan
 Africa, and over 90 percent in parts of West
 Africa (Meagher and Lindell 2013). For what
 he calls the "implosion" of African econo-
 mies, largely left out of the international divi-
 sion of labor, Mbembe (2001:55) has said, "If
 a neo-liberal way out of the crisis has - so
 far - led to any renewal of growth, it is growth
 with unemployment ... it is quite reasonable
 to hypothesize an end to a wage-employed

 African labor force." In Abidjan as in other
 urban centers, the "crisis of the salary" has
 been a crisis for men in particular (Le Pape
 1997).

 Work and Citizenship in the
 Paris of West Africa

 As a center of Francophone African economic
 activity and sociality, Abidjan is instructive
 for examining the consequences of changing
 work regimes in African cities. Franco-
 Ivoirian relations remained close long after
 independence, structuring work patterns and
 lifestyle expectations around being Western-
 ized (Touré 1981). Salaried work, realized
 through civil service employment, was
 embedded within ideas of Ivoirian manhood.

 Strong hierarchies around work illustrate how
 race and gender identities support norms that
 generate complicity to a dominant social
 order. Furthermore, political conflict almost
 completely halted job creation during the
 time of my fieldwork. The practical impossi-
 bility of finding formal work made Abidjan
 an ideal setting to examine alternative means
 by which men asserted economic identities.
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 In 1960, Côte d'Ivoire transitioned
 peacefully into independence - in fact rather
 reluctantly - with first President Félix
 Houphouët-Boigny predisposed to a "French
 Community" of West African countries. As an
 independent nation, Houphouët-Boigny per-
 mitted French monopoly control in Ivoirian
 resources and business in exchange for French
 military, political, administrative, and financial

 backing (Boone 1995; Bouquet 2005; Crook
 1989; Ridler 1985; Woods 1988). By the
 1970s, Abidjan had gained notoriety as a hub
 of French population and culture, with 50,000
 French personnel working in Abidjan in the
 decades following independence, compared to
 10,000 under colonialism (Crook 1989). Politi-
 cally stable and with a growth rate above 7
 percent - largely due to its success as the
 world's top cocoa producer - for its first two
 decades of independence, Côte d'Ivoire was
 the undisputed destination for West Africans
 responding en masse to Houphouët-Boigny's
 open-door policy welcoming migrant labor
 (Zartman and Delgado 1984). Immigrants con-
 stituted between a quarter and a third of the
 population during the first decades of Ivoirian
 independence (Nyankawindermera and Zanou
 2001). The post-independence narrative was
 one of the "Ivoirian miracle."

 Work was stratified by nationality (Le Pape
 1997; Newell 2012). French businessmen were
 ready examples of the évolué to which
 upwardly mobile Ivoirians aspired. Newell
 (2009:167) explains that "national identity for
 the average Ivoirian was more a relationship of
 alterity than identity, a negotiation with the
 culture and language of the former colonizer."
 By contrast, immigrants, predominantly from
 Burkina Faso, Mali, and Guinea, fueled the
 cocoa plantations and low-end urban trades
 and accounted for a quarter of the workforce
 (Sandbrook 1985). Alongside migrants from
 Côte d'lvoire's relatively undeveloped north,
 with whom they frequently shared ethnic affil-

 iations, they offered stereotypes of the provin-
 cial, backward African. And despite his
 open-door policy, Houphouët-Boigny turned a
 blind eye to periodic xenophobic outbursts
 against migrants (Banégas 2007; Crook 1989,

 1997; Sandbrook 1985). For citizens, lore of
 the Ivoirian miracle involved work in the air-

 conditioned offices of Plateau, Abidjan's city
 center of tall buildings and planned boule-
 vards, and a chauffeured ride home to the
 cushy Cocody neighborhood. The civil service
 was the formal economy's major employer and
 provided educated Ivoirians the ultimate mod-
 ern employment and the central path to
 middle-class status (Dozon 1997; Republic of
 Côte d'Ivoire 2007; Woods 1988). So oriented
 toward the public sector, Côte d'Ivoire gained
 the moniker the "civil servant republic" (Crook
 1989:216).

 With the fall of cocoa prices and structural
 adjustment, Côte d'lvoire's government-funded
 path to middle-class sociality grew untenable
 (Bouquet 2005; Crook 1990). From 1980 to
 2005, the number of civil servants had increased

 by about half, but the population had nearly
 tripled (Republic of Côte d'Ivoire 2007). The
 private sector did not supplant the drop in civil
 service employment; instead, the informal sec-
 tor, once designated for and denigrated as
 migrant or women's work, surged (Le Pape
 1997). Conflating class and an autochthonous
 citizenship by reserving for Ivoirians a statist
 path to middle-class life and maintaining an
 underclass of extra-national ethnic "others"

 ensured complicity to both the state and its
 neocolonial arrangements. When this social
 contract fell apart, Ivoirians were left to com-
 pete with foreigners/northerners for work and

 dignity in a post-miracle Côte d'Ivoire.
 These factors contributed to the country's

 first coup d'état in 1999; the disqualification of
 northerner, then-presidential candidate and for-
 mer Prime Minister Alassane Ouattara from the

 2000 elections on the grounds he was of
 Burkinabé origin; a civil war that divided the
 country into a government-controlled south and
 rebel-controlled north in 2002; international
 isolation in the aftermath of violent anti-French

 protests in 2004; and months of open conflict
 after a contested 2010 election that declared

 Ouattara victor and ended the war. During his
 10-year tenure, President Gbagbo entrenched
 his rule under the auspices of an autochtho-
 nous, southern-based "patriotic" movement,
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 which he also framed as a neocolonial inde-

 pendence "revolution," and consistently
 accused President Ouattara of collaborating
 with the French and masterminding the north-

 ern "rebellion." The period during which I
 conducted fieldwork, 2008 to 2009, was thus
 one of protracted political and military crisis.
 President Gbagbo had postponed elections
 since 2006 and stalled any economic initiatives
 under the justification that the country was at
 war.12

 Economic Decline

 A statistical portrait of the conditions in Abi-
 djan and Côte d'Ivoire at the time of my
 research is difficult to convey with precision as
 a consequence of the 2002 to 2011 Ivoirian
 civil war. Moreover, data collection in this
 region is generally weak. With this in mind, this

 section provides some basic data for a general
 sense of social and economic conditions.

 According to the most recent national cen-
 sus prior to my fieldwork, Côte d'lvoire's
 population was slightly under 15.5 million,
 with 26 percent being foreigners (classified as
 migrants and their descendants) (National
 Institute of Statistics 1998). In 2007, Abidjan
 approached four million residents (United
 Nations Population Division 2008). In 2002,
 half of Abidjan's population was migrant
 (foreign and domestic) (National Institute of
 Statistics 2003). In 1998, 30 percent of adult
 men and 32.8 percent of adult women in
 Abidjan were legally married (National Insti-
 tute of Statistics 1998). In 2002, the propor-
 tion of Abidj anais workers in the informal
 sector was 74.9 percent. Among residents,
 17.4 percent were formally employed in the
 private sector and 6.6 percent in the public
 sector (administration and enterprise). Aver-
 age monthly earnings in Abidjan's informal
 sector were 40,000FCFA (US$80),13 com-
 pared to 146,000FCFA (US$292) in the pri-
 vate sector. The highest earners were in public
 enterprise, making an average of 256,000
 FCFA (US$512) per month (National Insti-
 tute of Statistics 2003). Table 2 summarizes
 these data. Table 3 shows that the civil service

 provided the most modern amenities and
 basic entitlements and the informal sector

 provided the least.
 For a sense of the downward trend in

 working conditions in Abidjan, a survey
 described by Le Pape (1997:90) shows a loss
 of salaried men sampled, from 57 percent in
 1979 to 29 percent in 1992. Over the same
 time, the proportion of female-headed house-
 holds increased from 9 to 19 percent. And
 whereas the percentage of Ivoirians living
 below the national poverty line in 1985 was
 10.1 percent, in 2008 it was 42.7 percent
 (World Bank 2015). Abidjan's economy was
 effectively stalled during the protracted civil
 war, and the related loss of businesses and an

 expatriate population leaves these official fig-
 ures optimistic at best.

 DATA AND METHODS:
 RESEARCHING ORATORS

 AND VENDORS

 Orators and vendors, the two groups of men
 from my study, were positioned differently
 vis-à-vis the state. Their positioning captured
 the crucial role the political plays in structur-
 ing opportunities in informal economies. This
 is particularly relevant in postcolonial Africa,
 where historically the salary constituted polit-
 ical subjects, or "clients," such that the "state
 granted means of livelihood to all it had put
 under obligation" (Mbembe 2001:45).

 Orators held a privileged relationship to the
 regime of President Laurent Gbagbo. They
 were the sons of the post-independence gen-
 eration's middle-class of plantation owners
 and civil servants, and assumed public, ora-
 torical identities as regime henchmen during
 Côte d'lvoire's decade-long civil war. In their
 struggle for recognition, access to material
 goods, and social status, they adopted "patri-
 otic speech like a veritable trade" (Cutolo and
 Banégas 2012:23). Expecting to cash in on a
 "patriotic debt" (Banégas 2010:33) of state-
 supported entrepreneurial initiatives, orators
 engaged in pro-Gbagbo propaganda efforts.
 Their vision of the Ivoirian state departed
 from the French model of a substantial public
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 Table 2. Employment Characteristics in Abidjan, 2001 to 2002

 Sector Total of Workers Employed (%) Monthly Earnings (FCFA)

 Public administration 5.5 221,000

 Public enterprise 1.1 256,000
 Private, formal 17.4 146,000
 Private, informal 74.9 40,000

 Average earnings N/A 71,000

 Source: Le marché du travail à Abidjan en 2002 (The Labor Market in Abidjan in 2002), National
 Institute of Statistics (2003:40).

 Table 3. Modern Amenities in Abidjan Households by Employment Sector, 2001 to 2002

 Percent Private, Percent Private,
 Amenity Percent Public Formal Informal

 Car 21.1 13.0 3.8

 Refrigerator 77.5 43.7 22.9
 Home phone 38.2 18.5 4.8
 Mobile phone 75.8 52.4 31.2
 House 12.6 7.2 4.0

 Source: Tableau 7.2 (Table 7.2), National Institute of Statistics (2003:33).

 sector that marked the regime of President
 Houphouët-Boigny. Nevertheless, the state
 remained the most reliable source of formal

 employment and the central network through
 which to find work elsewhere. This was par-
 ticularly the case during the hiatus in job crea-

 tion that resulted from sustained political
 crisis in the 2000s. Thus, orators positioned
 themselves as privileged entrepreneurs in a
 state whose main role, they argued, was to
 support a nascent private sector. They called
 this market-oriented system "Anglophone,"
 and their entrepreneurial aspirations reflected
 the contemporary hegemony of the transna-
 tional business masculinity (Connell 1998).
 Their oratorical activities generated some
 earnings, but orators were primarily concerned
 with using their activities to network with
 Abidjan's business and political elite. Orators
 were complicit first with the ruling regime and
 second with a neoliberal conception of the
 proper role of the state.

 Orators spent their days speaking and
 socializing at the Sorbonne,14 a nationalist
 public space in Plateau, Abidjan's central
 administrative district. For five months, I con-

 ducted ethnographic fieldwork with orators,

 primarily at the Sorbonne, and occasionally
 accompanied them as they spoke in Abidjan's
 outlying neighborhoods. Additionally, I social-
 ized with orators in a maquis (open-air drink-
 ing and eating establishment) adjacent to the
 Sorbonne and in their neighborhoods, and I
 once visited an orator at home and met his

 family. I followed this fieldwork with in-depth

 interviews lasting between one and two-and-a-
 half hours with two ticket-takers and 18 promi-

 nent current and former orators, many of
 whom held leadership positions within their
 organization, the Sorbonne Solidarité. I con-
 ducted these interviews in a café in Riviera, the

 neighborhood where I lived.
 The majority of my interviewees had par-

 ticipated in the Sorbonne between five and
 nine years, and some were among its founding
 members, spanning nearly two decades of
 participation. Most were in their late 20s to
 mid-30s. Despite the Sorbonne's autochtho-
 nous rhetoric, two respondents self-described
 as foreigners, although one had been natural-
 ized. For a contrasting perspective, I inter-
 viewed a woman, one of two female orators in
 the Sorbonne's history. All of the self-
 described Ivoirians were single, although most
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 had girlfriends, and all but four respondents
 had children. All but four respondents had
 some university or alternative higher educa-
 tion; seven had or were in the process of
 receiving advanced degrees. In addition to a
 monthly salary of 50,000FCFA15 (US$100)
 and coins tossed at the end of a speech, orators
 supported themselves fully or partially through
 odd jobs from their Sorbonne contacts or
 received sporadic support from the Sorbonne
 network. A lucky few had secured salaried
 work, predominantly in the civil service,
 through this network.

 Vendors sold their wares in the centers of

 roads. Vending without a fixed location and
 little if any capital, this was extremely low-
 status and precarious work. Vendors were both
 Ivoirian and migrant, but typecast socially as
 foreigners and easy victims of state harass-
 ment, with the police chasing them away, seiz-
 ing their goods or jailing them on the pretense

 that their activities were illegal. Some had
 worked the same intersection for a decade,
 becoming familiar sights to sympathetic
 clients they called "bosses" ( patron or chef)
 who drove past regularly and on whom they
 depended more often for charity than for sales.

 Vendors circumvented national identities to

 emphasize commonality in a borderless black
 urban experience. They identified with iconic
 black male media personalities in Abidjan and
 across the diaspora, notably the United States,
 to affirm their denigrated selves, and generi-
 cally classified as "Anglophone" models of
 stylized, money-making men to whom they
 deferentially referred, in English, as "black"
 and "in bizness ."16 The media provided
 "image-centered, narrative-based accounts of
 strips of reality," wherein the imagination
 became a social practice (Appardurai 1990:9).
 Through media outlets, black masculinities,
 "flattened, glorified and malleable," were
 transmitted to Abidjanais audiences from a
 global stage (Matlon 2011:386). As one-
 dimensional representations of life elsewhere,
 the media both flattens and glorifies black
 men's experiences. Yet because black men in
 the United States represent both hegemony and
 counterhegemony, they are also malleable

 (Matlon 2011). Relying on consumerism to
 signal these media identities, vendors adopted
 a market ethos (see also Shipley 2013).

 Over the course of the year I conducted
 interviews, focus groups, and ethnographic
 fieldwork with 35 current and former vendors

 at work and at play. I made single visits to
 intersections popular for vending throughout
 Abidjan and made repeat visits to three inter-
 sections to watch vendors work. After casual,

 preliminary discussions, I conducted informal
 interviews and focus groups lasting between
 20 minutes and three hours with vendors at

 their intersections or in follow-ups at maquis.
 Of these men, I further socialized with 13,
 going out with them at night, sharing after-
 noon drinks, watching them play football
 (U.S. soccer) and rehearse, record, and per-
 form music, visiting their homes and meeting
 their families, and generally just hanging out.

 I sought out vendors in their 20s and 30s.
 None came from well-off families. Many
 avoided stating their educational level or had
 minimal educations, although eight had some
 university or alternative higher education. Of
 my respondents, 21 were Ivoirian and 14 were
 foreign, seven of whom were born and raised in
 Abidjan. All but one (a foreigner) was unmar-
 ried and most were without girlfriends; some
 had children, and two had frequent contact with
 their children. The worst off of these men were

 removed from female companionship alto-
 gether, and instead surrounded themselves with

 other men in music and sport subcultures. Their

 possibility of formal work being as distant as
 the chance of media stardom, the most ambi-
 tious vendors intended to transform their hob-

 bies into viable professions.
 Orators and vendors both explained that

 they were unmarried because they "lacked the
 means" (Je n'ai pas le moyen)}1 Distinguish-
 ing marriage from cohabitation, my respond-
 ent Koné explained, "It is not prudent to marry.

 A marriage is a contract. I do not want to be a
 bad father." Remaining unwed avoided the
 social repercussions that men would otherwise
 face as legitimate fathers to their children.
 Unmarried, financial support was a benevolent
 gesture; married, support was expected, and
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 not providing signified failure. But practically
 speaking, men could not provide steadily with
 their unsteady earnings.18 Nevertheless, this
 situation denied them entry into adult mascu-
 line status. Table 4 provides a comparison of
 orators and vendors. The online supplement
 details how I constructed my theoretical frame

 from this research and my access to these
 groups (http://asr.sagepub.com/supplemental).

 PRIVILEGED ENTREPRENEURS

 Francophone Colonialism and the
 Civil Service

 Possibly the most popular symbol of colonial-
 era Ivoirian art is the colon (colonist) statue.
 Although phenotypically African, in dress the
 colon is European, and often carries accesso-
 ries - at times a briefcase, a camera, or a
 stethoscope - to signify one of the new, mod-
 ern trades imported during the French colo-
 nial conquest. These statues derive from the
 Baoulé ethnicity's "spirit mates": every per-
 son has an ideal mate in the spirit world,
 whom these statues represent (Ravenhill
 1980). The proliferation of spirit mates por-
 trayed in dominant colonial professions indi-
 cates the desire that one's mate, albeit
 remaining Baoulé, "exhibit signs of success
 or status that characterize a White-oriented or

 -dominated world" (Ravenhill 1980:10).
 They indicate how the évolué ideal influenced
 public and private life and shaped Ivoirian
 imaginations. Like Berger's (1980) peasants
 in suits who exemplified hegemony, the colon
 demonstrates how Ivoirians internalized

 external norms. Former President Houphouët-
 Boigny's story brings living form to the
 colon-as-évolué. Beginning as a chief in his
 native Baoulé village of Yamoussoukro, he
 quickly immersed himself in the colonial
 regime, taking on various posts as doctor,
 plantation administrator, and union chief
 before gaining international renown as an
 African of influence among the most power-
 ful Europeans (Toungara 1990). His political
 ascent reflected the idealized civil service

 route to success.

 Orators represented the social strata that,
 in better times, were poised to follow this

 civil service path. Justifying their labor
 market failures and envisioning a new, entre-
 preneurial "Anglophone" model for Côte
 d'Ivoire, orators claimed that Houphouët-
 Boigny's bloated public sector was a mis-
 guided French inheritance. Of contemporary
 Franco-Ivoirian relations, Lola surmised,
 "Even their unemployed are paid while we
 suffer here, and they say they are rich

 they are rich with our wealth, and we are poor
 with their poverty." And Koné asked, "How
 can we develop if our value, the work of our
 citizens, goes to another country to permit
 those people to live?" He concluded, "They
 have raised the social standards in France

 with the value of our work." For a man like

 Koné - 34, single with one child, and chroni-
 cally unemployed - the French welfare state
 was indeed a bitter contrast to life in Côte

 d'Ivoire. Adopting structural adjustment rhet-
 oric, he argued that France's welfare state,
 inherently inefficient, functions off its expro-

 priation of African labor. The solution then is
 not to incorporate a social safety net in Côte
 d'Ivoire, but to trim French largesse.

 Ousmane explained the Ivoirian mentality:
 "I go to school. I get out. I take my exams. I
 work in an office." Continuing to confer domi-

 nant status, Ettien complained, "If you are a
 businessman . . . you could make 10 million,
 15 million a month, [but] an Ivoirian will not
 see you as someone who has money. The
 moment they hear you are a civil servant
 [ fonctionnaire ] they will say, 'Oh, he has
 money.'" Orators therefore encouraged a fun-
 damental attitudinal shift on the part of Ivoiri-

 ans.19 Koné explained, "If you go to my village,
 everyone wants me to be a minister . . . [but] I
 prefer to be an entrepreneur." This was the
 Anglophone way - superior, they believed, to
 Francophone colonialism. Speaking favorably
 of Ghana as West Africa's ascendant, entrepre-
 neurial nation, Ettien argued that the "French
 system made it such that none of the Franco-
 phone countries produces businessmen." Deni-
 grating the Francophone model, Keïta
 elaborated, "When you take the Anglophone
 countries, colonized by the English, they are
 not in the same place. We were colonized by
 France. It is clearly different. We were formed
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 Table 4. Orators and Vendors: A Comparison

 Orators ( N= 18, + 2 ticket-takers) Vendors [N = 35)

 Complicit masculinity (Privileged) Entrepreneurs (Media) Consumers
 Age sample 25 to 43 19 to 38 (N= 31)

 Mean® age: 34 Mean age: 26
 Age status Jeunesse (youth) -cum- Doyen (dean) Jeunesse (youth)
 Income Sporadic; estimated 5000FCFA Highly sporadic; estimated 1500FCFA

 (US$10)/speaking day or (US$3)/working day but often noth-
 50,000FCFA (US$100)/month ing; days working were variable

 Marital/family statusb 2 married (1 naturalized ticket-taker, 1 married (foreigner); 14 with girl-
 1 foreign orator); 3 engaged; 14 with friends (2 in home country);
 girlfriends; 9 with children; 1 supporting girl-

 16 with children friend's child [N = 28)
 Education 4 without university or alternative 1 with no education; 3 with primary

 higher-education route; 5 with some school ( école primaire ); 3 with junior
 university or alternative higher- high [collège)-, 2 with high school
 education route, 11 completed uni- [lycée); 2 with baccalauréat ;c 8 with
 versity, of whom 7 are receiving or some university or alternative higher-
 completed advanced degrees education route; 1 with Koranic

 education [N = 20)
 Citizenship status 19 citizens (17 orators and 2 ticket- 21 citizens, 14 foreigners, of whom 7

 takers, 1 of whom naturalized); 1 were Abidjan-born and raised
 foreign (orator)

 Relationship to state State is helpful State is harmful
 Self-image Ivoirian, patriot; dignified; Sorbonne- Abidjanais if not borderless; consumer-

 based titular identity (professor, ist/performative identity (hip hop,
 governor, doctor, pastor, conferen- rasta), stage name (e.g., MC, DJ)
 cier, president)

 Note: Vendors' reports of age, education, and income were unreliable and should be taken only as
 general estimates. Over the course of one or several interviews, vendors often provided different
 answers (in these cases, I reported the highest age or lowest educational level/income, as these
 responses tended to come after more familiarity and comfort with me). Likewise, Newell (2012)
 describes difficulties in finding reliable income data on Abidjan's informal economy. In the case of
 age, at times men did not know their birth date, or stated a younger age to compensate for their low
 educational achievement or employment status. Furthermore, many vendors I interviewed exhibited
 clear signs of shame in being asked their personal demographic information. For reasons of dignity I
 did not insist, nor did I ask them to fill out exit interview survey questionnaires as I did orators (which,
 moreover, expected a basic level of literacy that I perceived many to lack). Finally, the vendors in my
 sample are not representative of the age of Abidjan's vending population. While it is common to see
 vendors in their teens or even adolescents, because I was interested in questions that pertained to adult
 males I purposely looked for men who appeared somewhat older.
 aFor orators, median age was 34, mode ages were 34 and 35. For vendors, median age was 26, mode ages
 were 26 and 28.

 bExcluding female orator.
 cExit examination to receive diploma and qualify for university.

 in the civil service, but when you go to Ghana,
 it is le business. It is le fifty-fifty " [italicized
 words not translated].

 Sorbonne Businessmen

 The Sorbonne began with the rise of multi-
 party politics at the end of Houphouët-
 Boigny 's regime, and it became the ideological

 wing of President Gbagbo's network of Young
 Patriots {Jeunes Patriotes) during the civil
 war. From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on weekdays, a
 lineup of orators pontificated on social and
 political issues. By midday, the audience
 would be filled with otherwise idle men, often

 dressed in business attire, conversing among
 themselves and listening to speeches. Defer-
 entially, young boys shined shoes and women
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 sold cups of espresso, sachets of peanuts, and
 other inexpensive snacks. Orators held titular
 identities such as Professor, Analyst, Ambas-
 sador, and Governor, and honorifically
 referred to men who paid for 100FCFA
 (US$.20) seats as doyens (deans). Men who
 paid nothing stood in the back and were called
 la jeunesse (youth). Dignified-looking orators
 gave their protégés pointers on the appropriate
 way to wear a suit, and in speeches disparaged
 young men who wore low-riding pants and
 spent their money in maquis. They advocated
 for Ivoirians to embrace a business mentality,
 sold business start-up pamphlets, and wel-
 comed guest speakers' elaborate money-
 making schemes. Few women frequented the
 space as spectators. Speeches always
 addressed the male subject, and the tone was
 often misogynistic. The lunchtime speaker
 who rallied the crowd in anticipation of the
 day's main political speech carried a large
 black dildo, and his jokes involved a triad of
 power, politics, and penises (Matlon 2014).

 A repeated theme of political speeches was
 that an emerging independent Ivoirian con-
 sciousness had evoked French retaliation in

 the form of covert rebel support. Thus con-
 ceived, the civil war was a proxy war between
 colonizer and colonized. Orators called not

 for isolation from the West, but to replace
 bilateral Franco-Ivoirian trade and French

 monopoly control over business and resources
 with diversified trade and business partners.
 They attributed the "Ivoirian miracle" of the
 first decades of independence to entrepre-
 neurial activity, and argued that the state
 should support the inchoate business sector
 and attract foreign investment. Although they
 lamented the high presence of foreign work-
 ers in Côte d'Ivoire, many drew parallels
 between Côte d'Ivoire and the United States

 as lands of opportunity and "free market prin-
 ciples" (Yapo). Zokora said, "Americans have
 their way of life, it is liberty. [And] here it is
 liberty. Everyone is free. When a foreigner
 comes from his country, even if he has no
 money to eat and it is night, by tomorrow he
 will have something to eat." In this vision of
 liberty, freedom is an economic good.

 Nevertheless, Koné explained that now,
 "[o]ne no longer even has the means to have
 a normal life." He defined "normal" as having
 a wife, a car, and a house, and continued, "I
 will not say that I need to have a car and a
 house before I marry. I will say that I should
 have a telephone at home, Internet: all the
 rights of a man to exist As Table 3 shows,
 such "rights" have been linked to formal,
 particularly state, employment. But orators
 insisted that the market offered a path out of
 crisis and toward a new Ivoirian man and

 state. Hence Yapo's solution to the crisis: "Lfr,
 the organization of orators ... we have
 projects. Finance these projects!" Predicting a
 positive turn in the national economy, San-
 garé reflected enthusiastically that Gbagbo
 was pleasing the "Bretton Woods institu-
 tions." Touré's vision of a successful Africa

 was one that produced its own Bill Gates.
 Orators stressed the profitability of politi-

 cal connections. Ettien described three stages
 in life: first, you work for another, then you
 work for yourself, and finally, others work for

 you. But today, he said, "The one business that
 works is politics." Zokora explained, "The
 relations that I have in politics, it is this which

 permits me to live." Sagbo reasoned that being
 "made in the political milieu ... it is normal
 that [men with power] will find something for
 us to do." These pursuits put a market spin on
 cronyism as orators argued that the state
 should direct public monies toward the culti-
 vation of private business initiatives. More-
 over, regime affiliation entitled them to
 relative immunity from informal state extrac-

 tion, a major incentive in a country where
 bribes were rampant. Faé, for example,
 explained that his Sorbonne renown had kept
 his nephew out of jail after stealing a
 293,000FCFA (US$586) mobile phone. Walk-
 ing into the police station, Faé was instantly
 greeted with the honorific 44 Patriote Faé," and
 his nephew's charge was eventually dismissed.

 Establishing a patronage network of patri-
 ots had its obverse: inauthentic and uncivilized

 Ivoirians. The ideological wing of President
 Gbagbo's autochthonous politics, the Sor-
 bonne engaged in sociopolitical inclusion and
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 exclusion, defining the contours of nationhood
 and citizenship (Banégas, Brisset-Foucault,
 and Cutolo 2012a; Cutolo and Banégas 2012;
 Matlon 2014). It was in this climate that ven-
 dors like Prospere explained, "I was born in
 Abidjan ... I have never known my country
 but I know I am Burkinabé."

 MEDIA CONSUMERS

 Outsiders

 Every day at rush hour, dozens of vendors,
 mostly migrated from Niger, brought their
 wares to the main thoroughfare of a rough
 area known as "Vietnam" in Adjamé. They
 claimed little or no earnings in the past month.
 Taking them for thieves, drivers frequently
 locked their doors and rolled up their windows
 when they approached. Without asking, they
 showed me tattered receipts for their goods to
 prove they were honest men. Vendors
 described constant police harassment and
 many had been jailed. Bitterly they remarked
 how for a percentage of the cut, these same
 police turned a blind eye to the neighborhood
 drug dealers. Yaio said, "They say it is not
 legal because we do not contribute taxes, that
 we create disequilibrium on the level of com-
 merce. But what does the state do for us? . . .

 We are obliged to work according to our own
 means." All vendors faced the double charge
 of illegality as workers and as extra-nationals
 and the associated stigma. Thus Danon, from
 Guinea-Conakry, said of a citywide revitaliza-
 tion program, "[t]o clean Abidjan, that means
 to chase away all those who sell along the road
 ... to get rid of the dirty, the garbage."

 In response to these denigrated identities,
 vendors emphasized aspects of their lives, like
 hobbies, that recovered their sense of self-
 respect. According to Romaric, "Your trade:
 that has nothing to do with who you are."
 Instead, men who played football for neigh-
 borhood teams could say, "I am an aspiring
 footballer waiting to be selected by a centre de
 formation [team training center]," or a musi-
 cian could describe this as a period before his
 CD hit the market. These fantasy aspirations
 and social worlds became their alter egos.

 Imagination as a Social Practice
 Vendors differentiated between what they did
 to "get by" (se débrouiller) and real work, stat-
 ing that they were unemployed (chômeur).
 Romaric explained that although civil servants
 receive monthly salaries, "He who gets by, it is

 daily; today he makes something, maybe
 tomorrow, two days, three days later, he will
 have nothing ... so for the moment, I am
 unemployed." Vendors often referred to vend-
 ing as a temporary predicament, although their
 work histories suggested otherwise. Frustrated
 to be in his fifth year of vending, Samuel said,
 "The years pass so fast. You find you are still
 at point A, and you aspire for a better tomor-
 row to find yourself at point B, but you are
 suspended always at point A." Despite the
 truly entrepreneurial nature of vending, it did
 not fit into Abidjanais ideas of a modern, male-

 appropriate job (see also Agadjanian 2005).
 Crucially, vendors lacked access to capital.
 Reacting to the stigma of vending as feminized

 work and rejecting their long-term participa-
 tion, vendors rarely engaged in practices that
 would optimize their earnings, such as the col-
 lective savings strategies used by women in
 the marketplace. Furthermore, within vending
 hierarchies, men sought to affiliate with the
 most modern and potentially lucrative sales
 like mobile phones, and not small sales like
 water sachets, for which a vendor would make

 around 30FCFA (US$.06) per sale. Gueï
 explained, "I do not sell water, I am above that.
 I prefer big merchandise." However, vendors
 of "big merchandise" said they could go a
 month without a single sale, surviving instead
 on borrowed money or charity. In comparison,
 sales data I acquired from a water and juice
 distributor at an intersection nicknamed

 "Kuwait" in Yopougon shows that although
 earnings were highly irregular and unsteady,
 the most successful and consistent vendors'

 earnings were approximately on par with the
 orators' 50,000FCFA (US$100) in a month.
 For example, after paying the distributor, the
 highest earner made 93,125FCFA (US$186)
 working 43 days, and the second highest
 earner made 87,300FCFA (US$175) in 29
 days. Table 5 summarizes this data for vendors
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 Table 5. Sixty-Day Data of Water and Juice Sales at the "Kuwait" Intersection (Vendors
 Selling at Least Five Days)

 Daily High Low 2nd 2nd
 Vendor Work Earnings Average Profit Profit High Low
 (N=16) Days FCFAa FCFA FCFA FCFA FCFA FCFA

 A 48b 66,100 1,377 4,475 75 3,425 175
 B 43 93,125 2,166 6,050 100 4,925 225
 C 32 24,475 765 1,900 150 1,575 350
 D 31 62,700 2,023 5,000 125 4,875 200

 E 29 87,300 3,010 8,925 550 5,550 1,175

 F 29 53,850 1,857 6,950 50 3,675 250

 G 29 28,725 991 6,725 50 1,850 300

 H 24 84,025 3,501 6,750 175 5,950 575

 I 20 47,900 2,395 5,025 550 3,875 550

 J 19 39,625 2,086 3,900 150 3,350 950
 K 11 14,625 1,330 3,000 50 2,875 225

 L 8 6,875 859 1,650 200 1,125 350

 M 8 21,175 2,647 3,850 875 3,425 1,100

 N 7 14,000 2,000 3,175 725 2,600 1,550

 O 6 6,575 1,096 2,700 175 1,650 600

 P 5 5,475 1,095 1,650 350 1,650 550

 Average Average Daily Average Average
 days: earnings: average: high: low:
 22 41,034 1,825 4,483 272

 Note: Dates are from April 19, 2009, to June 25, 2009. The distributor was missing data for eight days.
 Please see the online supplement for raw data.
 aThe conversion rate at the time of my research was roughly US$1 to 500FCFA.
 bItalics indicate highs and lows.

 who sold during at least 5 of the 60 days for
 which I have data.

 Media depictions of black men who, despite
 difficult origins, rose to global renown, offered

 specious alternatives to hawking water sachets
 between cars all day or the uncertain wait for a
 client seeking a mobile phone. Hobby-based
 alter egos and dress became ways to embody
 these media identities. For example, of Tupac
 and R. Kelly, Modeste said, "When I see their
 music videos I see the way they live and that
 does something for me, it touches my heart."
 Describing formative moments as a young boy
 watching rappers on television, Zapin remarked
 how they were black like him and he resolved,
 "We were the same." Thierry boasted to me that
 an "Anglophone" once confused him for an
 American because of his hip hop attire. Compil-
 ing the transatlantic as a unique black experi-
 ence purported a border-crossing, supra-national
 equality (see also Matlon 2011). Amid social

 upheaval, media depictions of blackness offered
 men in Abidjan alternatives to accumulation via
 education and the civil service (Banégas and
 Warmer 2001; Kohlhagen 2005-2006). They
 provided affirming identities for men who had
 given up on the formal economy.
 Nearing the end of my fieldwork, I

 recorded a song with my research assistants,
 Tino and MC, and Busta, a former vendor. At

 a nondescript studio in Yopougon's "Maroc"
 neighborhood, we recorded two songs for
 10,000FCFA (US$20) each. In the month
 leading up, we had met perhaps five times to
 rehearse. I did not think much of it, but it was

 a major accomplishment for them. Near tears,
 Busta repeated several times how he was
 finally seeing his efforts realized. Here was a
 man who had come to expect failure in his
 life: abandonment after his mother's death, an

 aborted education after fleeing the rebel capi-
 tal of Bouaké at the start of civil war, a
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 sporadic and unfiilfilling work history, and
 always total state neglect. Tino and MC were
 similarly inflated with pride, and when a
 police officer stopped our taxi late in the
 night, MC reported with confidence, "We just
 came from a recording. We are artists. Now
 we are going to Cocody." For men like Tino,
 MC, or Busta, this was a fantastical sequence
 of statements. That night, they became their
 alter egos, and for weeks after they spoke
 incessantly about dropping off our CD at
 Radio Télévision Ivoirienne, sure they would
 become Abidjan's newest sensation.20

 Having as Being
 In his study of Abidjan, Newell (2012: 178) found

 that "by wearing U.S. clothing, urban Ivoirians
 transformed themselves into more potent social

 beings. In this contemporary Ivoirian cosmology,

 modernity acted as a kind of force or quality
 which inhered in places, objects, and people,
 rather than a state of development." In this way,

 the modem man needed neither wage nor wife if

 his shirt or shoes bore the appropriate cultural
 referents. Just as orators embraced entrepreneur-

 ial identities that rejected their Francophone leg-

 acy, the formidable Anglophone style connected

 black popular culture to modernity. So despite
 vending, Gueï bragged, "People in my neighbor-
 hood, they know me, they appreciate me, because

 I have style." The Anglophone represented an
 identity - an attitude, comportment, and cru-
 cially, a relationship to capitalism - that legiti-
 mated otherwise denigrated masculinities.
 Importantly, it was men who overwhelmingly
 asserted Anglophone identities; this model
 offered a distinctly gendered appeal.

 Access to wage-earning employment estab-
 lished the évolué of a prior generation. Thierry
 explained that today, "If you say that man has
 evolved [évolué], it is because he has
 the means [le moyen]" Dubbing the earnings
 of a vendor "weekend money," he said,
 "[w]hat we make is not enough to live ... it is
 only enough for you and your friends to amuse

 themselves." By socially earmarking vendors'
 money as not real, serious, or by extension
 masculine enough (see also Zelizer 1994),

 vendors negated the potential earnings that, as
 we saw earlier, even a product as seemingly
 negligible as water sachets could generate. A
 self-fulfilling prophecy ensues: men who do
 not save will never be able to provide for any-
 one or anything beyond themselves in the
 immediate present. Instead, vendors located
 value in conspicuous consumption.21 At the
 extreme, Kohlhagen (2005-2006) found that
 in some Abidjan subcultures, the effort made
 toward conspicuous consumption is called
 "work" {travail). Similarly, Newell (2012:4)
 described watching Abidjanais men dance the
 logobi, a performance of showing off the logos
 on one's clothing, for which the audience
 rewards him as a worker ( travailleur ) - with
 money. Incapable of providing for themselves
 or potential partners in any stable, long-term
 manner, vendors' next best thing was the sem-
 blance of having, through (imitation/real)
 designer jeans or weekend money to buy a date
 a drink. For these men, single and unmarried,
 the capacity to consume contested their status
 as social juniors.

 Mobile phones were essential accessories
 on Abidjan's social scene, and men unable to
 pay their rents reported spending 60,000FCFA
 (US$120) for theirs. Samuel, for example,
 often could not meet his 1 7,500FCFA (US$35)
 rent until almost the end of the month.

 Regardless, he explained that as a man he has
 "biological, sentimental, and social needs"
 that he "must fulfill." He went on, "Everyone
 enjoys a little pleasure. I, for example, have a
 Sony Ericsson mobile phone." Justifying his
 desire to upgrade his phone, Erick stated,
 "Every man is ambitious." During nights out
 in maquis, empty bottles of alcohol accumu-
 late on tables. They demonstrate the extent of
 a party's purchase, so servers never collect
 bottles until the table has left. The " responsi-
 ble " - the man highest in the group hierar-
 chy - picks up the tab. Such signals do not go
 unnoticed by women, and Danon complained,
 "Here in Abidjan, you need money to get
 women. If you have money you can choose;
 you can change them around like clothing."
 Describing women out of his league, Arnaud
 said: "If I see a girl selling in a shop of value,
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 she sells things worth 20,000FCFA [US$40],
 and I am just getting by like this, I try to get
 with her and she will surely reject me. ... So
 you know your categories." Across Abidjan,
 the simple association with goods of value
 raised one's personal status.

 EXCLUDED

 Hegemonic masculinity demonstrates how colo-
 nial norms expected African men to be breadwin-

 ners and to have formal jobs. Informal jobs were

 'feminine": they ranked secondary and had low-
 status. This enduring arrangement ensures the
 subordination of women as well as that of a large

 and growing number of men. Complicit mascu-
 linity captures the fact that, because male superi-

 ority depends on presumed masculine-feminine
 divisions, African men are more inclined to
 maintain the stigma of feminized work than to

 reject these ideas altogether. This is the case even

 when economic circumstances have historically
 and in present times prevented men from access-

 ing these normative gendered roles.

 In U.S. racial capitalism, hooks (2004:16-
 17) describes the dilemma of black masculin-
 ity whereby the "older version of patriarchy"
 situated man as producer and provider, but the
 new version situates money as "the sole meas-
 ure of the man." This masculinity eschews the
 moral responsibilities that once accompanied a
 breadwinning identity. At the same time, it
 provides a means for black men to assert domi-
 nant masculinities within capitalism, unlike in
 the older version where it was largely inacces-
 sible (hooks 2004). In Côte d'Ivoire, French
 colonial rule instituted racial capitalism. It
 created a breadwinning masculinity predicated
 on wage labor, prizing the civil servant in par-
 ticular. Facing the demise of the civil servant
 model and the security it entailed, orators and
 vendors articulated models of "entrepreneurs
 and consumers from the bottom" who "embody

 the possibilities of global capitalism for every-
 one" (Ebron 2008:327). Orators hedged their
 bets on a state charged with generating the
 appropriate infrastructure - financed projects
 and international investment, not job creation
 or a welfare state - to produce the modern

 man. In doing so they embraced a narrative at
 once wholly capitalist and black: that of the
 entrepreneur who by choice or necessity rejects

 traditional paths of success to do it his way, in
 his own oppositional style. But the business-
 politics connection was not new so much as an
 extension of the colonial state of affairs. Ora-

 tors' privileged entrepreneurialism under-
 scored the interdependence between the state
 and the foundational principle of racial capital-

 ism: despite neoliberalism's inherent promise
 of freedom, the basis of inequality is the natu-

 ralized belief that there exist greater and lesser

 men. By contrast, vendors personified the fail-
 ure of austerity and the global flexible labor
 regime. Although offering little in the way of
 opportunity, the state operated considerable
 authority over their lives. Affirming them-
 selves, vendors embraced a borderless black
 narrative. Lionized by hyper-consuming black
 men in the United States, this narrative con-
 formed to a market ethos. Orators and vendors

 expressed agency within their available means,
 navigating national and global discourses to
 affirm participation as capitalist subjects.
 Complicity via market identities promoted
 social visibility.

 As the locus of the colonial project, the
 African city was the site of a promise: wage
 labor would propel African men into moder-
 nity, endowing a patriarchal dividend they
 would share with their European colonizers. In
 the Ivoirian postcolony, the stratified work
 structure that established the informal as wom-

 en's and migrant's work compounded this gen-
 dered social contract, reserving the civil service
 for an ascendant middle-class of Ivoirian men.

 But the French bureaucratic model could not

 survive the formidable challenges of a young
 state and the onslaught of structural adjust-
 ment. As a new promise, entrepreneurialism
 and consumerism purport to operate demo-
 cratically, a market ethos espousing that indi-
 viduals the world over are free to make and to

 spend. This is an appealing promise for un-
 and underemployed men in Abidjan who
 remain less men than suspended youth, social
 indicators of a malignant legacy that predicates
 gendered worth on a man's economic identity
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 (see also Matlon 2011). In this turn from
 breadwinning, masculinity transforms. Wage
 labor provided a means to an end : masculinity
 via marriage and family. But now, capitalist
 identities are ends in themselves. This implies
 that a man cannot be a real man or a meaning-
 ful social actor without a connection to capital,
 thereby silencing other potential masculine -
 and counterhegemonic - identities, such as
 mentoring, caregiving, or fatherhood without
 breadwinning. Central to the neoliberal epis-
 teme, this new conception of masculinity
 among un- and underemployed men has taken
 shape across Africa and the African diaspora.

 IMPLICATIONS: RESISTANCE

 AND PARTICIPATION

 My research shows that in Abidjan, men
 respond to their labor market exclusion by
 emphasizing their participation in capitalism,
 or complicit masculinity, as aspirational entre-
 preneurs and consumers. When compared to a
 prior period of racial capitalism, when the
 black male body signified an exploited, under-
 valued laboring body, this is a puzzling
 response. During these earlier times, powerful
 resistance movements shaped both sides of the
 Atlantic: the fight for independence from colo-
 nialism on one side and the civil rights struggle

 on the other. But what now of this "'postresis-
 tance' generation" (Watts 2005:185)? This has
 been of particular concern among Black Stud-
 ies scholars (e.g., Ebron 2008; hooks 2004;
 Neal 2013; Spence 2011). Referencing this
 "crisis in . . . the black community," Neal
 (2013:556) disparages how "basic tropes of
 'blackness' - black culture, black identity,
 black institutions - have been distorted,
 remixed, and undermined by the logic of the
 current global economy." He contrasts this
 with "that blackness which was posited and
 circulated as a buffer against white supremacy,
 political disenfranchisement, slavery, Jim
 Crow segregation and the collusion of racist
 imaginations and commercial culture in the
 early 20th century." I argue that, for excluded
 black men, hegemony operates first through
 common sense ideas of masculinity that rely
 on a relationship to capitalism, and second

 through tropes of blackness whose narrative of
 exclusion is re-inscribed as hyper-capitalist
 participation.

 Structurally positioned as non-actors,
 Abidjanais men asserted agency through
 market-based narratives: agency implied
 making use of freedom, the freedom to buy or
 sell (cf. Harvey 2005). This agency negated
 their exclusion and was in this sense opposi-
 tional. But it was neither resistant nor coun-

 terhegemonic. It was complicit. ConnelPs
 masculinities schema, positioning men in
 relation to one another and to women without

 first rooting these relationships in capitalism,
 conflates structural locations (hegemonic,
 marginalized, and subordinated) with ideo-
 logical orientations (hegemonic and com-
 plicit). By returning to the Gramscian notion
 of hegemony, my revised framework clarifies
 and resituates these positions. Embedding
 race in the schema, I question the utility of
 marginalized masculinity as a concept that
 addresses structure but is silent on agency.
 Finally, theorizing complicit masculinity, I
 show how agency, as an assertion of a gen-
 dered self from a marginalized location,
 works to generate consent to neoliberalism.

 My findings suggest that men respond dia-
 lectically to the nature of their oppression:
 whereas one might resist exploitation, when
 facing exclusion it is more obvious to assert
 belonging. Cut off from a salaried, breadwin-
 ning identity, men in Abidjan asserted identi-
 ties equally rooted in capitalism: the risk of not

 doing so entailed the failure to be a man.
 Agency within this dialectic involves an
 explicit need to claim membership, thereby
 deepening complicity. Future research might
 explore this dialectic. For example, can recent
 initiatives for a universal wage or uncondi-
 tional cash transfers eradicate the association

 between the economy and a man's social worth
 (see Ferguson 2015)? Additionally, are the
 theoretical implications of black men's experi-
 ences as a category of excluded laborers gener-
 alizable across all men in feminized work

 regimes? Furthermore, might changing rates
 and forms of labor participation influence the
 likelihood of resistance movements, and what
 gender dynamics might this imply? Finally,
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 just as Franco-Ivoirian relations historically
 and in the present were integral to constructing

 local work-gender hierarchies, what might be
 the effects of other national and regional con-
 texts that entail different degrees of economic

 assimilation and control of a dominated group?
 Any such research should be attentive to how
 intersecting axes of gender expression facili-
 tate a relationship to capitalism, and how these
 factors do or do not generate consent.
 To conclude, I advance masculinities the-
 ory by examining the racially stratified nature

 of the male breadwinning role. Construed as
 an ideological orientation, complicit mascu-
 linity situates structure (capitalism) as integral
 to and inseparable from identity (blackness
 and masculinity), and introduces a novel
 framework for intersectionality research. I
 elucidate the challenges that black men face as
 excluded men in a global system of racial
 capitalism, and I add theoretical clarity to this
 "crisis" by embedding exclusion and belong-
 ing within a dialectical relationship. Identify-
 ing their parallels with an African case, I make

 an additional contribution to the study of
 black men in the United States. In a state

 where nearly everyone is black, crisis is
 attributed to a structural rather than a cultural

 deficiency. Absent a post-Moynihan political
 discourse that frames black men as deviant or

 oppositional, "street" juxtaposed to "decent"
 (Anderson 1999), I move beyond this moral
 preoccupation to examine their masculinities
 vis-à-vis capitalism. This encourages reading
 structure and culture not as competing racial
 orientations, but as racialized structures work-

 ing through gendered cultural norms: in the
 Ivoirian instance, turning away from French
 colonialist norms and toward the "Anglo-
 phone." From this reading, black men are not
 in fact opposing dominant culture, but realiz-
 ing its norms via the tropes available to them.
 These insights posit an agenda for U.S. urban
 sociology. As the source location for tropes of
 blackness, this scholarship might examine
 their production, dissemination, and expres-
 sion from the corporation to the street. In
 what ways do men embody or aspire to con-
 sumerism and entrepreneurialism, and what
 are its consequences for their families and

 communities? Moreover, what are the possi-
 bilities for and limitations of counterhegem-
 onic narratives?

 The breadwinning man was central to Côte
 d'Ivoire's postcolonial self-image and sig-
 naled membership within a community of
 "civilized" nations; in its absence, this crisis
 of masculinity has led to a national reckoning.
 My examination of the racialized and
 gendered colonial project underscores how
 hegemony operates around unattainable
 producer-provider norms of masculinity and
 through celebratory tropes of blackness. The
 parallels between Côte d'Ivoire and the
 United States are not coincidental but a con-

 sequence of racial capitalism; to treat these
 legacies of the colonial economy as separate
 from those of the slave economy is to present
 a false dichotomy that obscures the common
 origins of the crisis of black masculinity.
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 Notes

 1. I define racial capitalism as an economic system
 that organizes, and justifies, exploitation by racial
 classification. For people of African descent, this
 manifested as colonialism and slavery. These sys-
 tems conflated class and race, positioning blacks as
 de facto exploitable, undervalued laborers.

 2. I refer to neoliberalism as an economic system
 and ideology that emerged in the 1980s under the
 Reagan and Thatcher administrations, and which
 espoused an unfettered free market economy, the
 privatization of the public, and the casualization
 of work. The neoliberal state is punitive instead of
 supportive, and oriented toward capital instead of
 labor (Harvey 2005). Exemplifying neoliberalism,
 in urban Africa, global finance institutions imposed
 conditionalities, or structural adjustment, on debt-
 stricken states, prompting a crisis that included the
 implosion of work regimes and the proliferation of
 informal economies. This roughly coincided with
 post-industrialization in the United States.

 Neoliberal ideology classifies people socially
 according to their market identities (Comaroff and
 Comaroff 2001). I refer to this ideology as a mar-
 ket ethos. Neoliberal freedom refers to the freedom

 to buy or to sell, positioning the ideal subject as a
 consumer or entrepreneur (Hall and Lamont 2013).

 3. According to Gramsci, dominant groups achieve
 domination through hegemony : ideologies that
 appear as common sense views of the world. By
 accepting these ideologies, dominated groups con-
 sent to being ruled.

 4. I refer to un- and underemployment to acknowledge
 the different contexts of exclusion that black men

 face. Unemployment is only viable in advanced
 economies with social safety nets. Underemploy-
 ment more accurately describes men in informal
 economies where they "work" but earn little.

 5. I use the term "postcolonial" to denote a formerly
 colonized place or people.

 6. Not all the authors noted here address black men, or

 black men only, but they all examine marginal men
 and their experience of race.

 7. Using the classic masculinities framework, Hoang
 (2015) examines how men in Ho Chi Minh City
 assert identities vis-à-vis relations between them

 and other men, and between women. Nevertheless,

 despite their changing status in the global economy,
 all the men in her study remain part of this global
 economy and thus their manhood is not questioned.
 Examining men whose participation as capitalist
 subjects is uncertain arrives at another theoretical
 angle: how a relationship to capitalism is central
 to what makes a man. To rephrase, Hoang analyzes
 how men perform masculinity to establish class
 and nation hierarchies', I analyze how men assert
 capitalist identities so that they can call themselves
 men. Newell (2012) similarly adopts a classic rela-
 tional approach to his analysis of masculinities; in

 other words, his examination of the gendered aspect

 of the bluff is principally concerned with signaling
 to women, and not with how it enables men to be
 men as an end in itself.

 8. Lindsay and Miescher (2003) reject Connell's
 schema for African men, arguing that multiple
 hegemonic forms coexist. I use it for the simple
 reason that the capitalist-colonialist breadwinner
 hegemonic ideal has become conflated with "adult
 masculinity" in urban Africa.

 9. "There is no alternative" to capitalism was a classic
 Thatcher expression.

 10. This specious doubling of blackness resonates with
 what Gilroy (1993) calls the "double conscious-
 ness" of the Black Atlantic.

 11. I have changed all names, except when respondents
 assumed public stage names.

 12. Elucidating the full complexities of this conflict is
 beyond the scope of this article. For a succinct and
 thorough review, see Banégas (2007).

 13. At the time of my research, the conversion rate was
 approximately 500FCFA to US$1.

 14. Discussing the Sorbonne in-depth is beyond the
 scope of this article, but see Matlon (2014). Of the
 phenomenon of street parliaments in various Afri-
 can cities, including the Sorbonne, see the 2012 edi-
 tion of Politique Africaine, "Parlements de la rue"
 (Banégas, Brisset-Foucault, and Cutolo 2012b).

 15. Most orators denied receiving any income. How-
 ever, some insiders, including the Sorbonne presi-
 dent, stated so openly. The president explained that
 Sorbonne Solidarité leadership collected tariffs
 from market activities taking place in the Sorbonne
 to remunerate vendors and otherwise finance the

 organization.
 16. Côte d'Ivoire is a French-speaking country; I trans-

 lated respondents' quotes from French.
 17. Three men from my study were married, and they

 were all foreigners. This reflects the national trend:

 non-citizens were more likely than citizens to marry

 (and to be employed), despite being more likely to
 be illiterate (National Institute of Statistics 1998).
 These figures indicate that standards of marriage-
 ability (and acceptable employment) were lower for
 foreigners than for citizens. This suggests that my

 sample of unmarried Ivoirians either fell within the

 lowest tier of men on the marriage market, or that

 the economic crisis has had a substantial negative
 influence on all Ivoirian men. The African cities lit-

 erature, linking the crisis of work to marriage, sup-

 ports the latter hypothesis. And though my sample of

 vendors may have constituted the bottom tier of sin-

 gle men, the orators were highly educated and would

 have counted themselves among the relatively small
 middle-class of men in a better economic climate.

 Additionally, in referring to the "crisis of work"

 as the rise of informality, I describe work that is
 unsteady and undignified in the local context. There
 may be trades/occupations that my study does not
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 capture that, although informal, are lucrative and
 status-bearing, and thus do not present impediments

 to marriage.

 18. This predicament, and men's attendant rational-
 izations, echo findings from Anderson (1999) and
 Edin and Nelson (20 1 3) for black men in the United

 States who refuse to commit to partnerships and
 children because of the lack of available breadwin-

 ning opportunities.
 19. Roubaud and Torelli (2013:76) found that

 "[although fewer than 10,000 civil service jobs
 were filled in Abidjan in 2001-02, 140,000 young
 people aspired to secure one."

 20. A link to this song and photos from my field site are
 available in the online supplement.

 21. Signals of consumerism could be acquired at little
 cost in the second-hand market, or as Newell (2012)
 describes, dispensed in lavish displays at the tem-
 porary expense of basic needs, which are, in any
 event, often met by borrowing or non-monetary
 exchange within social networks. This rendered a
 disposable income an unnecessary precondition for
 these activities.
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